
 
Dr. Melba Ketchum statement on Todd Disotell critiques of the DNA Study 
 
To clarify: I do not know Todd Disotell. When Adrian Erickson came to our project, he told me that he 

had sent an aliquot of the red Sasquatch's blood to Disotell for testing. AE has results and 
correspondence as proof. He was extremely upset because Disotell had destroyed the sample. Disotell 

got human mitochondrial DNA sequence when he tested the sample and didn't believe that it came from 
a Sasquatch. He told the PhD on Erickson's staff that somebody must have hoaxed it. He said this in spite 

of the fact that the study was well monitored by Dennis Pfohl who is extremely credible was in control of 
the food trap start to finish. If it was hoaxed, our genetic testing showed the suspect would be a red 

headed female, which obviously Dennis is not. In addition, the whole genome SNP testing excluded this 

individual (the red headed female) as being 100% human with results close to 20% below the human 
threshold.  

 
After Disotell destroyed the DNA (Mr. Erickson's staff had requested the remaining sample be returned), 

another aliquot that had been retained by Erickson was sent to Paleo labs in Canada. They also obtained 

human results on the mitochondrial DNA. Finally, AE sent the remainder of the DNA to our study and had 
Paleo labs send what they had left also. Our lab also obtained human mitochondrial sequence. These 

were all independent tests using different laboratories. We then began testing the sample using several 
platforms to obtain nuclear DNA sequences and profiles. This sample like all of the other samples in the 

study yielded human sequence as well as unknown sequence. 

 
Disotell specializes in evolution using mitochondrial DNA. He is not qualified to comment on the genomics 

or other disciplines in this study. Like he said on the Joe Rogan show, our project used "some of the 
latest cutting edge science" that he is not expert on--he admits "I can't follow 3/4 of that paper." The raw 

data for this paper continues to be available as separate files with the manuscript. He is a perfect 
example of the scientific bias we have faced. 
 


